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Dear Magnus, 

No point in belaboring the busines about my father. It is water under the 
bridge. His behaviour is becoming more & more bizarre - and irresponsible 
- by the day, but I doubt he was even aware of the extent to which he was 
propelled towards the central point of the explanation for the ARM ' s 
goodies; and is probably unaware of the opportunity he facilitated for 
Lang to live high off the hog at its expense . 

I ' ve no idea who put ~rs on to ' phoning me - probably Welz, since he ' d 
been told of my involvement/knowledgeability by a journalist friend in CT. 
He certainly did not appear to me to know very much, e . g . had never heard 
of Mower . I mentioned the confusion over The New African ' s indirect 
connection to the CIA through the CCF , and the visit to our offices in 
London by the man doing the expose which was to appear later in Ramparts; 
did NOT refer to antecedent involvement of my own via NSA, ISC , WUS etc ., 
or to Lang ' s own contacts with Irving Brown & the ICFTU . On you, his snide 
remarks related to the length of time you were taking over publishing your 
ARM opus . 

Sorry my response to the "white declaration" did not reach you . I think 
it ' s a dead duck, anyway - both the thing itself and my remarks . Much of 
the comment in the newspapers seems to echo what I had so say , with one or 
two of the (embarrased or guileful?) faithful trying to eke out or 
stimulate a bit of support here and there . I suspect it will be written off 
as silly-season self-delusion. 

Leftwich is the creep to whom I referred . I have no idea who his present 
companion is , but am told that she circulated the 30pp document unbeknown 
to him . I assume that it is the mss. of the piece intended for GRANTA, 
which has not, to the best of my knowledge, appeared . 

On Watson: when you ' re next in England , you might try the equivalent of the 
FOI which was due to be enacted last year (I don ' t know whether it was ) . My 
understanding was that Jack Straw - ?a contemporary of yours in the COSEC 
days - succumbed to all manner of restrictions in the name of national 
interest . But you might try your secret service pal Meta, who used to be 
a power (? Labour whip) in the Lords but may be less so since the 
truncation of that institution as one of Blair's blows for democracy; or 
even, perhaps, Peter Hain if you can get to him via his mother, Adelaide . 

On blows for democracy, did I tell you that my older son (Guy) has landed 
himself the interesting new job of Public Consultation Manager to the Mayor 
of London. We "re deriving much naches in advance of his taking it up next 
month . 

Yours, 

Neville 
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